time, most archaeologists believed that there were differences between the ceramics called "coastal Tiahuanacoid" and classic Tiahuanaco. However, most scholars believed the Peruvian materials were somehow derived from the altiplano Tiwanaku tradition(Schreiberl992:75;Uhlel903).Later research described a style emanating from the Wari capital that extended all over Peru, evidently the result of rapid expansion. Menzel's (1964) Given these established chronological sequences, it is tempting to see Wari as short-lived, with a rise and fall all within the time span of Tiwanaku hegemony. The similarity between Wari and Tiwanaku iconography is also very strong, with both traditions depicting the Front Faced Deity or the Staff God as the paramount being or sacred figure. In tenns of both style and form, Wari and Tiwanaku ceramics are distinct assemblages and are segregated spatially on a regional level (Lumbreras 1974; Schreiber 1992) . Thus, it is still tempting to see Tiwanaku as the source of much of the Wari iconography, perhaps cross-fertilized with influences from the central sierra and Nasca, and then spread by Wari warriors moving across the Andes (Menzel 1964) .
Despite the many shared designs in iconography, each polity had its own style of monumental architecture. Tiwanaku emphasized sunken courts and massive mounds with masonry adornment, megalithic gateways, and imposing stelae (Posnansky 1945) . Rarely ornamented with carved stone, Wari building focused upon grand compounds of stone masonry with high walls and multistory interior galleries, courts, corridors, and rooms (Isbell et Wari corporate architectural styles are reflected in imperial administrative centers in the provinces, especially in areas where direct control was established. The level of political complexity of the conquered region was often instrumental in determining whether an administrative center in the imperial style was established. Areas characterized by little local political complexity called for more direct forms of control, while administrative structures in more politically complex societies met the need for administrative centers with existing social institutions and facilities. However, other factors besides the level of local political complexity may have been important in the establishment of administrative centers. Border zones, transportation hubs, and resource-rich locales also received special attention (Schreiber 1992:30). Frontier provinces, especially, often receive a disproportionate amount of attention and direct control in order to define imperial boundaries and promote political integration (Doyle 1986 ).
Empires are dynamic entities, and the functional roles of imperial administration can change through time. Imperial reorganization and recentralization may lead to the reform of the administrative system, and thus to changes in the material correlates of political control (Doyle 1986 ). Alterations in the manner of political control may be reflected in the archaeological record through changes to imperial administrative sites (Schreiber 1992). In the case of Wari, these adjustments may be reflected in the emergence and perpetuation of the patio-group architectural style (Schreiber 1978; Spickard 1983), but the absolute dating in both the capital and the provinces for this phenomenon remains uncertain.
The introduction and continuation of corporate architectural styles throughout the geographical realm of a polity is not unique to the Middle Horizon in the Andes. Chimu rural administrative centers contained the same architectural components as the capital at Chan Chan, and the U-shaped audiencia appears in predictable locations as a symbol of state power (Keatinge 1982) . The precedent for the audiencia and storeroom architecture of Chimu administration is found in the Moche V components of sites like Pampa Grande (Day 1982) and Pacatnamu (Keatinge 1975) .
Inka provincial architecture also is marked by internal consistency, and some architectural elements show they followed the canons of the capital. The kancha and the kallanca are found throughout the Inka imperial realm, and it is quite probable that the former developed out of Wari influences and local developments in the Cuzco region (Hyslop 1990; Topic 1986 ). In reference to provincial Wari, it is imperative that both architectural form and construction style be traced back to its development in the heartland as a corporate style (Moseley 1979 ). Some of the most significant findings that bear on these issues come from the only shared frontier between the two Middle Horizon polities of Waii and Tiwanaku for example, the MoqueguaValley (Figure 1) .
The Tiwanaku occupation of Moquegua has been the subject of intensive study, most notably by Paul Goldstein (1989, 1993) . Tiwanaku settlement In our excavations of structure 4 in 1997, the accouterments of this ceremonial drinking event fine ware serving and storage vessels in the forms of keros, cups, and urns were found broken in an ash layer upon the floor. This deposition layer represents a single episode that I interpret as a ritual offering that ceremonially interred this hall at the end of the Wari occupation of the cerro. The excavations in unit 1 provide evidence for activities of high-level ritual importance, as well as documenting the longevity of Wari occupation on the summit; evidence indicates that the structure was significantly remodeled during the Wari occupation of the summit, and the 4 radiocarbon dates processed from this unit reflect a distribution from cal A.D. 530-1220 (see Table 1 ).
Located 20 m to the northeast of unit 1, unit 5 is also located within sector B. This architectural feature is one of two D-shaped structures at the site. The principal room is a 10 m diameter circular hall with Table 1 ). These dates, which are statistically equivalent, combine to provide a date range of A.D. 780-990, calibrated 2 sigma. Although these data do not preclude an earlier construction date for the Dshaped temple complex, they do indicate that its final use was contemporary with the last phase of occupation in unit 1 and based on radiocarbon age would be dated to Middle Horizon Epoch 3, although the architectural form is one that is classic Wari-Ayacucho style (Cook 2000).
Offerings of ritual artifacts were also associated with the construction of the complex. A metallic foil camelid, approximately 2 cm across, was recovered from fill beneath the floor in the center of the Dshaped hall. A cache of gourd bowls, one of them engraved with designs featuring a lizard and an anthropomorphic being with antennae and avian head hands, was excavated from a subfloor pit on the western exterior side of the circular wall. Furthermore, the interior of the circular wall was coated with a plaster surface and painted various times in shades of red, white, and blue-gray. The dedicatory construction offerings and the treatment of the complex at its abandonment reflect the importance of this space to the ritual life of the community.
A third excavation area at the border between sec-N _ er animal remains, and the debris of residential activity. The plazas have similar materials, although not as densely distributed. Furthermore, evidence for stone working in lapis, onyx, and obsidian was discovered in these residences in the form of polishing stones, debitage, and a few finished stone beads and obsidian projectile points. Thus, the residential areas of sector A housed very different activities than are documented in the monumental architecture higher on the summit. The scale of plazas and associated rooms is appreciably smaller than in either sectors B or C, and the masonry construction style is more rustic than is noted on top. Public monumental and private residential architecture are clearly differentiated on Cerro Baul based on construction style, scale, and the varied activities that they housed.
Evidence For Two Building Phases
In three of the excavation areas in the monumental constructions on the Cerro Baul summit, evidence for an earlier construction phase in the form of deconstructed wall foundations has been recovered. In sector B, unit 1, structure 3, a well-preserved and very finely made floor was discovered in the 1989 excavations. This gallery was composed of an intentional fill of earth and rocks predating the ultimate use of the unit. In structure 2, a segment of the floor was REPORTS 77 constructed in this highest quality manner, while the majority of the room contained a stratigraphically higher, more rustic floor. Here we also noted that an earlier set of walls existed in this area in association with the well-made floor. Thus, the construction evidence indicates two phases, the second of which involved partial deconstruction of the first. Based on the available evidence, the first phase was apparently a U-shaped gallery surrounding a plaza. Interestingly, the areas in which the full widths of these rooms are preserved vary between 2.3 and 2.35 m. The second phase involved the constriction of the plaza size, the deconstruction of certain walls, the interment of the finely made floors, and the construction of a new set of galleries in a trapezoidal pattern, all with a width between 2.3 and 2.35 m. Just 50 m southwest of unit 1, excavations in sector B, unit 8 revealed a set of wall foundations that formed a 1.75 m wide gallery oriented approximately 30 degrees off the Wari architecture that is preserved on the surface. The earliest phase of occupation in this unit is represented by walls 3, 6, and 7, which form the boundaries of structures 1, 2, and 3. During a major remodeling event, these three walls were partially dismantled to create a new activity space. Walls 1, 2, and 4 were constructed to enclose this new space, and the floors and wall foundations of the original rooms were interred with fill and covered by a new floor surface. Thus, the three original structures were concealed by a large platform or plaza enclosed on the north and east by walls 1 and 2 and open to the south and east, except for wall 4, overlooking the Tumilaca Valley 600 m below.
In addition to the evidence for a reconstruction event in two units in sector B, excavations in sector C, unit 3 also indicate an earlier construction phase that is not represented on the surface. Structure E, the 12 m long hall with dual entrances, sits upon the foundations of an earlier structure that was oriented east-west instead of north-south. Below the floor surface associated with the walls of structure E, the footings of an earlier stone masonry wall that had been disassembled were exposed by excavation. This wall was bisected by structure E and its foundations continue under structure E's western wall into the later phase patio. An early phase floor that abutted this wall to the south was revealed during excavation, and it is probable that the southern wall of structure E may have also served as the southern wall of this early phase structure. If so, the early phase room measured dating the time the wood was harvested and not the date the wood was burned. Wood is scarce in the region and the site is several hundred meters above the meager wood sources near the valley floors. Due to resource scarcity and accessibility, it is unlikely that wood was brought to the site exclusively for use as fuel, or other nonconstruction contexts. Thus, it is likely that all the beams were originally brought to the site as construction material and radiocarbon dates best represent episodes of construction activity. An examination of the radiocarbon date distributions within the monumental sectors of the site indicate that the majority of dates represent two major phases. Based on the evidence for earlier construction phases at the site, it is likely that the date distribution represents two separate episodes of tree-felling associated with the major construction events. One felling episode was associated with the founding of the settlement and the other with a period of reconstruction during which the large plazas on the eastern half of the architectural core were most likely constructed. These construction episodes can be more accurately dated by combining the radiocarbon dates from each construction phase in order to contract the range of standard deviation inherent in the analysis.
The three first-phase radiocarbon samples (including one sample from sectorA) produce a combined, calibrated date with a two sigma range of A.D. 600 to 685. These dates represent the first constructions on Cerro Baul and indicate that the establishment of the site almost certainly took place in the seventh century A.D., and likely took place around the middle of that century. The six second-phase dates produce a combined, calibrated two sigma range of A.D. 780 to 990 with a one sigma range between A.D. 885 and 965, and all second-phase dates proceed exclusively from the monumental sectors of the site. The two sets of dates are consistent with two episodal construction events; the probability that a single phenomenon is being dated passes a chi-square test at the .05 confidence interval in each case. The phase twoT-value is 1.9 with aT-critical value of 1 1.1 at the .05 level. The phase one Tvalue is 0.3 with a T-critical of 3.8.
It is also interesting to note the context information from each of these radiocarbon phases. The three early dates all come from secondary use of the wood beams, in construction fill, in a hearth, or in a burnt (Figure 11 ). Of these 12, three emanate from the residential sector A. These three dates represent the organic household remodeling that took place throughout the habitation life of these structures. They do not represent the stateinstituted construction projects characteristic of the monumental core of the site. The remaining nine dates from the area of public architecture bear on the issue of construction and reconstruction at an institutionalized scale. All radiocarbon dates are from wood beams, most from an intact, but burnt, construction context and others from the final burning episodes in small hearths within the architectural compounds. It is imperative to remember that we are offering context, one from each investigated sector of the site. Of the six samples that date to the second construction phase, three are in primary construction contexts roof or floor beams that have collapsed, one was burnt in a shallow hearth, and the other two are part of an offering event in the ceremonial sector unit 1. These latter two samples also probably represent primary construction contexts since it appears that the fuel for this offering event was probably the last constructed roof of the structure. One additional late date was also collected from the unit 1 offering context and may represent an erroneous secondphase date or could represent the youngest combustible material included as part of the offering fuel.
All of the second-construction-phase l4C dates come from sectors B or C of the site. The lack of late dates from sector A suggests it was not involved in the later massive construction event, presumably because of the lack of public architecture in this sector of the site. If these interpretations are correct there was a massive reconstruction event aroundA.D. 900 at Cerro Baul. Furthermore, this event mirrors changes taking place elsewhere in the Wari realm.
Construction Events at Other Wari Sites
The phase 2 construction event from which half of Baul's l4C dates are derived is manifested in the ceremonial buildings and the patio groups, both of which conform to the D-shaped structures and patio groups found at other Wari provincial centers. At the site of Jincamocco in the SondondoValley, Schreiber documents a Wari occupation of Epoch 1 B that continues into Epoch 2. The construction style follows the patio group canons seen in MH 1B in the capital, and an earlier Wari (1A) presence is not in evidence, although a local village did exist at the site before the administrative center was built. Two radiocarbon samples were processed to date the construction of the Wari complex (see Figure 11) Figure 11) . If the dates from Pikillacta construction contexts are isolated from other types of dates, they do fall into an early and late phase. However, early and late dates correspond to the same structures in some instances and the phases are not as tightly defined as at Cerro Baul. The analog to Cerro Baul'smonumentalsectorC Pikillacta'ssector2-has produced six radiocarbon dates, four of which represent secure construction contexts. Excavation unit 37 (Structure 17-2B) produced an early carbon date associated with wood from an upper story of cal. A.D. 
